
Lament and Courage



Psalm 32 (loosely paraphrased)
- the lament of confession

In order to thrive, we must heal all the things that break our relationships, allowing an honest 
change of heart to get us past the mistakes that lay behind. 

In order to thrive, we must let Divine Wisdom speak her compassionate truth until we are 
cleansed by this painful and patient scrubbing. 

As long as I denied the evil in which I participated, my body and soul were wasting away, and I 
knew something was deeply wrong. 

I could feel the heavy weight of truth trying to get in, but I didn’t feel like I had the strength to 
face it. 

Then, finally, I let myself honestly face reality; I stopped pretending that I was innocent. 

I said, “It’s true. So often, in trying to protect myself, I’ve let myself hurt others very badly.” And 
instead of crushing me, this let in the life-giving Light. 



Parker Palmer - from Healing the Heart of Democracy

(The courage of faithfulness)

´ If we are to stand and act with hope in the tragic gap and do it for 
the long haul, we cannot settle for mere “effectiveness” as the 
ultimate measure of our failure or success. Yes, we want to be 
effective in pursuit of important goals. But when measurable, short-
term outcomes become the only or primary standard for assessing 
our efforts, the upshot is as pathetic as it is predictable: we take on 
smaller and smaller tasks—the only kind that yield instantly visible 
results—and abandon the large, impossible but vital jobs we are 
here to do.



´ We must judge ourselves by a higher standard than effectiveness, the 
standard called faithfulness. Are we faithful to the community on which 
we depend, to doing what we can in response to its pressing needs? Are 
we faithful to the better angels of our nature and to what they call forth 
from us? Are we faithful to the eternal conversation of the human race, 
to speaking and listening in a way that takes us closer to truth? Are we 
faithful to the call of courage that summons us to witness to the 
common good, even against great odds? When faithfulness is our 
standard, we are more likely to sustain our engagement with tasks that 
will never end: doing justice, loving mercy, and calling the beloved 
community into being. 



´ https://www.newsandguts.com/video/van-jones-gets-emotional-as-he-
says-character-
matters/?fbclid=IwAR2PQu29MDMEZ_eOYN8PnuFwjwl50WuV2tR32y_EQBvRf
gKMYUrMGPR9dIs


